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APPLICATION FORM FOR A NEIGHBOURHOOD AREA 
 
Please complete this form with the information that Southwark Council requires 
for an application for a neighbourhood area. 
 
Name of Neighbourhood Forum  
Elephant and Walworth Neighbourhood Forum.. 
 
Chair of Neighbourhood Forum  
The position of Chair rotates as set out in our Constitution.  The contact point is 
through the position of Secretary which is shared between Sofia Roupakia 
(sofia.roupakia@gmail.com)   and Jerry Flynn (gregoryflynn@btinternet.com ) 
 
Contact details for Neighbourhood Forum 
The contact details for the public domain are as above, together with the 
neighbourhood forum’s website www.elephantneighbourhoodforum.org 
We have provided the Council with the telephone number and address of the 
Secretary. 
 
1. How have you considered different routes to achieving your ambitions 
for your neighbourhood? 
 
We have been involved in consultations on Council plans and ideas, with some 
successes, but we find Council plans lack the local distinctiveness and level of 
detail we are seeking.  We make use of opportunities provided by Council 
structures for engagement, such as deputations, attending Community Council, 
policy consultations, public examinations and the planning applications process,.  
We wish to explore a model that is community led and that allows us to engage 
directly with business, educational and transport interests. 
 
2. What are the opportunities and benefits of producing a Neighbourhood 
Plan for your area? 
 
The Neighbourhood Plan will deliver better planning in our area.  It will have legal 
status and give us greater influence over planning decisions in our 
neighbourhood, the opportunity to specify development sites and work in 
partnership with service providers, developers and key stakeholders. 
 
The opportunity of deciding and agreeing on a plan for the neighbourhood area 
will give motivation and enthusiasm to many people, who otherwise feel  
disempowered. The neighbourhood planning approach will allow people to learn 
new skills (like participatory mapping or planning policy knowledge) and to pass 
on and share experiences.  Discussion and consensus making will provide 
stronger community cohesion throughout the neighbourhood and the Forum will 
provide a welcoming and informed community locus for new residents to the 
area. 
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3. Is there already a Neighbourhood Plan for this area? 
There is no neighbourhood plan for this area. 
 
4. How does this plan relate to boundaries of other neighbourhood areas? 
 
We have taken care to align our boundary on New Kent Road, Harper Road and 
Falmouth Road with the proposed boundary of the Bermondsey Neighbourhood 
Area. 
 
Our boundary at Newington Causeway/ Great Dover Street aligns with that of 
Bankside Neighbourhood Forum.   
 
 
5. What is the neighbourhood area to which the Neighbourhood Plan will 
relate? Map and text please. 
 
A map of the proposed neighbourhood area is attached.  The area covers all of 
Newington ward (Newington, Draper, Pullens and Brandon estates), much of 
East Walworth ward, some of Chaucer ward (Rockingham and Trinity Newington) 
and some of Faraday ward (surrounding the Aylesbury estate).  A detailed 
description of the boundary follows:- 
 
From North to Southeast of the boundary line: 

 

Great Dover Street 

Globe Street 

Trinity Street 

Falmouth Road 

Harper Road 

New Kent Road 

Bricklayers Arms 

Old Kent Road 

 

From Southeast to Southwest of the boundary line: 

 

Albany Road 

Bagshot Street 

Kinglake Street 

Alvey Street 

Sedan Way 

East Street 

Dawes Street 

Merrow Street 
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Portland Street 

Westmoreland Road 

Red Lion Row 

Boundary Lane 

Bradenham close 

Albany road 

Camberwell road 

John Ruskin street 

Camberwell new road 

 

 

From Southwest to North of the boundary line: 

 

Bolton Crescent 

Hillingdon Street 

Meadcroft Road 

Otto Street 

Kennington Park Gardens 

Saint Agnes Place 

Kennington park Place 

Kennington park Road 

Newington Butts 

Newington Causeway 

Borough High Street 

 
 
In all cases, the boundary includes the full width of the road and pavement, with 
the exception of those roads that form the borough boundary. 
 
6. What are the alternative boundaries that you have considered and why 
did you chose the boundary proposed? 
 
We considered:- 
a) a small neighbourhood area in part of East Walworth, but this would not 
provide an integrated approach to planning and development across the 
Elephant and Castle.  Consultation with the Local Authority identified they would 
not support an area focussed on the ex-Heygate estate. 
 
b) Including part of Newington ward with the boundary at Pasley Park.  Outreach 
activity showed that Lorrimore Square, Brandon estate and De Laune estate 
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identified with the rest of Newington ward and did not want to fall between the 
Elephant & Castle and Camberwell. 
 
c) a boundary line at East Street, taking in the Liverpool Grove Streets for People 
scheme.  Outreach activity showed strong interest from people living in the area 
surrounding the Aylesbury estate, who didn’t want to fall between the Elephant & 
Castle and the Aylesbury estate masterplan area.  The neighbourhood plan will 
add value to areas of the Aylesbury Area Action Plan which are outside of the 
core estate and dealt with lightly in the Council’s proposals. 
 
d) a boundary at Sedan Way.  Outreach activity showed interest in including 
more of East Walworth ward because of green links running throughout East 
Walworth and the common character of the retail offer in the SE17 Walworth 
Town Team area including Old Kent Road between East Street and Albany 
Road. 
 
e) we did extensive outreach in the Rockingham area to be sure that people 
wanted to be with us.  We worked closely with the 3 ward councillors (Chaucer 
ward) 2 of whom are members of the neighbourhood forum.  An outreach report 
for the Rockingham area is attached as a case study of our approach. 
 
f) at our conference in September 2013 there was interest in a possible extension 
of the area to include the Elephant and Castle Enterprise Quarter, London South 
Bank University and London College of Communications.  We asked those who 
wished to extend the boundary to engage in outreach work and report back to the 
Forum meeting in December 2013.  The report identified that we did not have the 
resources or capacity to include the Enterprise Quarter in the neighbourhood 
area. 
 
7. What are the physical characteristics, planning and any other reasons 
that you considered for choosing the boundary? 
 
We have chosen an area that has effective physical boundaries, including known 
areas that require particular attention for planning purposes and aligned with 
borough and ward boundaries where appropriate.   We follow the borough 
boundary with Lambeth, the ward boundary with Camberwell, the boundary with 
the Aylesbury estate and the transport links departing from the Elephant and 
Castle southern roundabout and extending east and south. 
 
At the heart of our area is the core offer of Walworth Road, the Elephant and 
Castle Shopping Centre, and East Street market where most people living within 
the boundary area shop, socialise and conduct much of their daily business.  The 
Shopping Centre provides a natural end to the arterial route of the Walworth Rd. 
 
The railway viaduct running approximately the length of the area is another 
connecting feature of planning significance providing retail, employment and 
leisure opportunities.  
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The proposed boundary will enable us to take a grounded and joined up 
approach to planning and development at the Elephant and Castle and assist the 
Local Authority to implement the Elephant and Castle Opportunity Area Planning 
Framework.  For example, we would like to improve the connectivity of the area 
through green links.  Within the boundary area there is a strong identification with 
the Elephant and Castle and Walworth as tested through our outreach 
programme.   There is particular merit including in our area the whole of 
Walworth with its shared historic character and heritage and not allowing 
Walworth Road to be a barrier.    
 
 
8. Have you consulted a range of local people, partners, businesses, 
community groups, residents, councillors and other stakeholders to assess 
levels of interest? What did they say? Where did they think the boundary 
should be? How did they relate to the proposed neighbourhood? How 
many did you consult? What were the demographics? 
 
We undertook extensive outreach activity including stalls at various festivals, 
attending Area Housing Forums, surveying local businesses, one to one 
meetings with most of the 12 councillors who represent the area, contact with all 
TRA’s, and with faith groups, traders associations, and communities of interest 
such as the Latin American, Bengali and Somali communities.  
 
We listened to what people told us, discussed, debated and then agreed the 
boundary at an open conference. We have tapped into the knowledge of local 
councillors and included on our consultees list their suggestions about groups 
and individuals we should work with in the preparation of the neighbourhood 
plan.  Everyone who lives or works in our area is welcome to join with us. 
 
An annex lists the events we attended and the groups we talked with.  The 
outcomes of these consultations are summarised in question 6 above.  
 
We also append the three reports ‘Elephant & Castle and Walworth Conference 
report’ (Sept 2013), ‘Is the Elephant your Neighbourhood?’(Jan 2012), and 
‘Imagine the Elephant’ (May 2011).  These detail the range of people, partners, 
businesses, community groups, residents, councillors and council officers 
consulted and the views and actions arising from each event. 
 
 
9. How have you resolved conflict with other groups who have issues with 
your proposal? 
 
Within the Forum there has been no conflict with other groups.  We always try to 
resolve issues through consensus, allowing time and space for compromises to 
occur, and only vote as a last resort.  This process is set out in our constitution. 
 
We faced disagreement over whether to include the Aylesbury estate.  This was 
brought up and debated each time we considered the boundary options.  Though 
the option was not supported it continued to be pushed and ultimately was put to 
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a vote at our conference in September 2013.  It was agreed not to include the 
Aylesbury estate. 
 
At the conference, there was also some disagreement about the possibility to 
extend the boundaries to the north and west of the roundabout including London 
South Bank University and London College of Communication.  A discussion led 
us to agree that people wishing to extend the boundaries would engage in 
outreach work within the area proposed for extension and then report back to the 
forum.   After further investigation and discussion, it was agreed not to include 
this area. 
 
As the neighbourhood plan develops, there will be disagreements of course.  We 
hope to avoid these tuning into conflict by a bottom up and consensual approach 
so the pace of neighbourhood planning activity in different parts of the area will 
depend on the level of enthusiasm on the ground.   
 
We have welcomed representatives of other proposed neighbourhood forums to 
our conferences.  They have played an active role in discussions and we have 
benefitted from their experiences. 
 
 
10. When did you walk around the boundary with Juliet Seymour Planning 
Policy Manager to discuss the reasons for the boundary chosen? 
 
We have held several meetings with Juliet Seymour to discuss the rationale for 
the boundary and have always been keen to receive her comments.   We believe 
a walk around the boundary with Juliet would be very useful and our members 
would be very happy to arrange this. 
 
11. What did your review of existing local policy to identify how well it 
covers community concerns and aspirations find? 
 
Many members of the neighbourhood forum took part in the public consultation 
on the Elephant & Castle OAPF and organised an event specifically to discuss 
this, attended by councillors and council officers in Jan 2012.  This provided us 
with a checklist of issues on which we were keen to see more detailed work such 
as green links, support for local shops and businesses, pedestrian and cycling 
routes.  
 
Planning policy for West Walworth is not particularly detailed, but we have 
discussed with Parks and Leisure Services their play and open space initiatives 
and how we can describe and link these in the neighbourhood plan.   
 
We are interested in Local Plan initiatives on hot food takeaways, betting shops 
and studentification and want to apply these in our area. 
 
So far, we have concentrated on establishing the forum but as we prepare the 
neighbourhood plan we will be addressing the above issues.  
 
12. What are the resource implications (time and money) of producing a 
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Neighbourhood Plan? How will you provide them? 
 
We have our own website and links on other local websites.  We will access 
central government grants through Locality to provide paid professional support 
on planning policy and to help fund the community engagement programme (e.g. 
participatory mapping).  We will also explore other sources of funding such as the 
Big Lottery fund and charitable trusts. 
 
We have identified agencies and consultants who provide pro-bono services on 
neighbourhood planning and local organisations (such as Business Extra, 
Walworth society, Southwark Living Streets and East Walworth Green Links) who 
can help with community engagement, meeting venues and printing.  We provide 
refreshments through voluntary donation.   We can draw on many volunteers 
from the neighbourhood who will freely provide time and local expertise to 
produce the Plan, as they have done to date. 
 
 
13. When and how did you involve Juliet Seymour Planning Policy Manager 
juliet.seymour@southwark.gov.uk  to clarify the support it can offer under 
its duty to support? 
 
We have met 6 times with Juliet Seymour, had numerous email conversations 
and we look forward to working closely with Juliet and her colleagues under the 
duty to support.  For example, the Local Authority providing technical advice on 
planning issues, including access to the Local Authority evidence base.  The 
types of support that are appropriate are outlined in the Locality route map.   
 
14. Who are the 21 members of your neighbourhood forum? Do you have a 
resident, business and ward member on the forum? How is this group 
representative of the demographics of the proposed area?  
 
Please list the names and addresses at the end. I will contact the members 
for them to agree that they are on the Neighbourhood Forum. 
 
We have 92 members of the neighbourhood forum, including residents, 
businesses and 6 local councillors.  The membership reflects local diversity and 
character including minority ethnic groups, faith groups, tenants, owner-
occupiers, small businesses to give some examples.  To ensure we involve and 
consult with the wide range of interests in the neighbourhood we have drawn up 
a list of consultees. 
 
For verification we attach a list of 30 members, with postal addresses, all of 
whom live within the boundary area.   
 
 
15. Please enclose your constitution. We would recommend that this 
should meet the standards set out by the charity commission. This is 
required for us to make a decision on whether the group could operate as a 
Neighbourhood Forum. 
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Our constitution meets the standards set out in Locality’s Neighbourhood 
Planning Worksheet 3.  It is attached. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


